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[CLEC) order, This mqmw h r n  BellSaudh is very imp-t to the CmC as it is the 

date that k l l  be cotmixmicatd to the end-user for the service to be install&. The 



operation, it is Birch’s experience that an install or FOC Date will be communicated to 

the end user in a short period of time. If the same end user calls a Florida CLEC, the 

CLEC is limited by the standards of the FOC Timeliness benchmarks. The benchmark 

for a partially mechanized liocal Service Request (LSR)’ is 85% returned within 10 

hours. While Birch recognizes this as an improvement fiom a 24-hour benchmark, this 

10-hour interval still leaves the CLEC at a competitive disadvantage to BellSouth’s retail 

operations. In addition, le,aving the FOC return percentage at 85 does not incite 

BellSouth to better performance. As a comparison, Southwestern Be11 (SWBT) is held to 

95% FOC timeliness withiin 5 hours for all electronically submitted LSRs. The 

benchmark for SWBT was estab ished at a level that would support parity cornpetition, 

not at levels that SWBT’s OSS and service center processes could, at that t:ime, operate. 

Since the FOC competition supporting benchmark was set, SWBT’s OSS and service 

center processes have improved to operate consistently at that level. Setting the FOC 

benchmark at levels in Florida that support parity between the ILEC and CLEC will be 

the proper incentive for BellSouth to improve both OSS mechanization and LCSC 

processes. 

BENCHMARK FOR REJECT INTERVAL 

The Reject Interval is the amount of time that transpires between the CLEC 

submission of an LSR and BellSouth returning the LSR to the CLEC due to errors with 

t h e  LSR. Because of the complexity of completing an LSR, the rapid changing rules 

relating to UNE ordering, and the sometimes inadequate documentation provided by 

A partially mechanized order is one that is submitted electronically by the CLEC and due to limitations of 
BellSouth’s Operations Support Sys.tems (OSS) to provision the LSR elecwonically, is processed manually 
by BellSouth’s LocaI Carrier Service Center (LCSC). 
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BellSouth, CLEC caused mors will happen. In Texas, where significant competition 

occurs, 24% of all LSRs submitted to SWBT are rejected back to the CLEC I BellSouth’s 

own data for the month of September 2000 shows that 23% of UNE-P and 32% of UNE 

orders are rejected. Consequently, BellSouth’s quick return of rejects for fast CLEC 

correction is critical. The cmrent BellSouth benchmark offers a reject interval of 85% of 

partially mechanized Rejects to be returned to t h e  CLEC within 10 hours. Similar to the 

FOC benchmark, Birch propclses that 95% of the partially mechanized rejects be returned 

within 5 hours. Leaving the benchmark at 85% within 10 hours does not allow the CLEC 

to compete successfully against BellSouth’s Retail operation. Again, if established, this 

benchmark would be incentive for BellSouth to increase OSS mechanization, improve 

LCSC processes, and consequently, promote competition. 

BENCHMARK FOR FLOW THROUGH 

Flow Through measuires how many CLEC LSRs pass through BellSouth’s OSS 

and how many FOCs are returned without manual handling by BellSouth. ‘This measure 

impacts competition very significantly. The ability of BellSouth’s OSS to operate in a 

mechanical fashion will have a meaningful effect on a CLEC’s ability to add new 

customers and to provide service to existing customers. When orders do not pass through 

BellSouth’s OSS mechanically (partially mechanized), the CLEC’s LSRs are subjected to 

longer time frames and human error as BellSouth service representatives will re-enter the 

CLEC LSRs so they can be ziccepted by BellSouth’s legacy provisioning systems. As a 

comparison, BellSouth’s Retail operation does not have another organization reentering 

service orders as the LCSC does for CLEC orders, SO the fact that CLEC LSRs are 

handled manually by BellSouth does not result in parity service for the CLEC. Birch 
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believes that BellSouth does not desire to have large volumes of orders falling out for 

manual handling, but the flow through standards need to be set at levels that require 

BellSouth to improve the situ.ation and consequently promote competition. Additionally, 

the flow through measure is based on the eligibility of the LSR the CLEC submits to be 

processed mechanically. If fhe LSR is not designed by BellSouth to flow through, it is 

excluded f+om the measwenlent. Currently, the benchmarks are set at only 90% for 

Resale Residence and 80% for Resale Business and UNE orders that are elbible to flow 

through BellSouth’s OSS. If LSRs are designed to be processed mechanically, the 

benchmark should be set at 98% for all order types. BellSouth should also be required to 

report on a diagnostic basis, the total flow through rate for all disaggregations, regardless 

of eligibility. This would give the Commission and CLECs the information needed to 

assess, over time, BellSouth’s improvement of mechanization of all LSRs. 

DISAGGREGATION FOR FLOW THROUGH 

CLEC providers can c.hoose many different network options to provide teIephony 

service including resale, deployment of switches, UNE-P, or any combination of the 

three. Regardless of the network option chosen by the CLEC, parity service must be 

achieved to allow competition to flourish. With the level of disaggregation currently 

used for flow through, UNE-P providers do not experience the same service levels as 

BellSouth Retail nor the level of service provided to other CLECs using the Resale 

method of entry (80% for UNE and 90% for Resale). The Service Quality Measures 0-1  

through 4 should be appropriately disaggregated for UNE-P and BellSouth should be held 

to the same service levels for UNE-P as it provides to Resale CLECs and its own Retail 

operations. Further, when UNE-P results are mixed with other UNE products that may 
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have significantly higher volumes of orders, the UNE-P specific results are lost, reducing 

the ability, at the aggregate level, to measure whether parity exists for UNE-P providers. 

CONCLUSION 

Birch urges the Commission to revisit the benchmarks and disaggregations used 

to measure BellSouth’s performance. In particular, adopting the Birch proposed 

benchmarks for FOC Timeliness (95% within 5 hours for partially mechanized orders), 

Reject Interval (95% within 5 hours for partially mechanized orders), and Flow-Through 

(98% for all disaggregations) would assist in determining if BellSouth’s OSS can support 

parity competition. Further, requiring BellSouth to report total flow through, regardless 

of the eligibility of the LSR., will encourage increased mechanization for all CLECs. 

Finally, BellSouth should provide appropriate disaggregation to enable CLECs and this 

Commission to determine whether UNE-P providers are receiving parity service from 

BellSouth. 

Respectfully submitted this 21St day of November 2000. 

Monica M. Barone 
Birch Telecommunications of the South, Inc. 
8001 Fairlake Drive 
Wake Forest, N.C. 27587 

Mbarone@birch.com 
9 19-562-3069 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
DOCKET 000 12 1 -TP 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a 'true and correct copy of the foregoing was funiished via 

U.S. Mail or express mail * to the following parties of record on this the 21st day of 

November, 2000: 

*Timothy Vaccaro 
FPSC 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Nancy B. White 
c/o Nancy Sims 
BellSouth Telecom, Inc. 
150 S. Monroe, Suite 400 
Tallahassee, FL 3230 1 

Joseph A. McGlothlin 
Vicki Gordon Kaufman 
McWhirter, Reeves, McGloth lin, 
Davidson, Rief & Bakas, P.A. 
117 S. Gadsden St. 
Tallahassee, FL 3230 1 

Donna Canzano-McNuIty 
MCI WorldCom 
325 John Knox Rd, Suite 105 
Tallahassee, FL 32303 

Carolyn Marek 
Time Warner Communications 
233 Bramerton Court 
Franklin, TN 37069 

Supra Telecom 
Mark Buechele 
13 1 1 Executive Center Drive, Suite 200 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

kmberly Caswell 
Verizon Florida Inc. 
P.O. Box 1 1  0, FLTC0007 
Tampa, FL 33601-01 10 

Scott Sapperstein 
Intermedia Communications Inc. 
3625 Queen Palm Dr. 
Tampa, FL 33619 

Peter DunbadBarbara Auger 
Pennington Law Firm 
P.O. Box 10095 
Tallahassee, FL 32302-2095 

Michael Gross 
FCTA 
310 N. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Covad Communications Company 
Catherine F. Boone 
Regional Counsel 
10 Glenlake Parkway, Suite 650 
Atlanta, GA 30328-3495 

Ms. Nanette Edwards 
1TC"DeltaCom 
700 Boulevard South, Suite 101 
Huntsville, AL 35802 

Susan S.  Masterson 
Charles J. Rehwinkel 
Sprint Communications Company 
Limited Partnership 
P.O. Box 2214 
MC: FLTLH00107 
Tallahassee, FL 323 16 
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Kelley Law Firm 
Jonathan CanisMichael Hazxard 
1200 19th St. NW, FiRh Floor 
Washington, DC 20036 

Marsha Rule 
AT&T 
101 North Monroe Street, Suite 700 
Tallahassee, FL 3230 1 - 1 549 

2-Tel Communications, Inc. 
John Rubino/George S , Ford 
601 S. Harbour Island Blvd. 
Tampa, FL 33602-5706 

-mmimn.&w/m 
Monica M. Barone 
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